The International Monetary Fund is seeking translators to work under short-term contracts. Candidates must be professional translators with knowledge of economic terminology, capable of translating from English into Bahasa Indonesia, producing final translations equivalent in content and style to the original, in electronic format. Ability to translate into English will be considered a plus. Knowledge of economic/financial terminology and prior experience translating economic/financial subject-matter are essential.

The International Monetary Fund is also seeking Indonesia-based interpreters to work under short-term contracts for its missions and conferences in Jakarta and Bali. Candidates must be professional interpreters with knowledge of economic terminology, capable of interpreting into Bahasa Indonesia and English.

Selected candidates will be invited for testing and in-person interviews.

Please send your CV listing your qualifications, interpretation and translation experience, and your complete contact information, including your telephone number to:

*Translation Candidates Email: languagecandidates@imf.org, Attn: Mr. Philip Philipovich, English Section Chief*

*Interpretation Candidates Email: languagecandidates@imf.org, Attn: Mr. Sergei Chernov, Chief Interpreter*

(subject line should contain recruitment code “IND-Translator”, “IND-Interpreter”, or both).